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. FLUTTER YESTS OK SB2U MODEL

IN 16-FOOT TUNNEL
. .

By Theodor6 Theodorsenj R. P. Coleman, and M. Ii.Smith
.

SUMriARY

Tests were conducted in the 16-foot NACA tunnel at

Lsmgley Field to detmmiue the flutter charactmistlcs. of

the W32U-2 sirplme. These tetitswere originally planned

as a desirable check of recommendations based on calcu=

lations and subnitted to tlm Navy and the manufacturer

subsequent to the occuraacc of flutter in high-speed dives,

The tests were also, at that time, considered as a useful

check on-the theory itself. A further purpose of the

tests was to study the behavior of’the airplane just below

the flutter speed, a problem which has been the subject of

rzuch speculation on the practicability offlutter testing

in flight. Since the validity of flutter calculations has

been very well established since

ject was, at present, considered

that time, the second ob-

the primary purpose of the

tests.
., r, .

T&””tests hetibln rep-orted consisted. of an extensive

series of vibration tests conducted for a range of air-

spaeds tapto 14.0miles ner “nour. The model was subjected

1

to an alternating

11 1

force produced by a vibrator, the frequency
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Of which W~S changed

Cpm. The resulting

--2--

throughout the

.

range from 500 to 2000

vibration response patterns were re-

corded and plotted as a function of airspeed and imposed

frequency.

It ~Tasfomd from the studies herein reported that the

response amplitude increased irregularly and more gradually

than expected, the increase starting at a speed about two-

thirds of the predicted flutter speed. The model was not

tested to destruction since the skin exhibited a disturbing

buckling at tigh speed and it was feared that the model

might be destroyed due to local skin failure.

INTRODUCTION

Early in 1939, several cases of flutter were reported

on the SB2U-2 airplane. An airplane furnished to the IWCA

was put through a series of vibration tests at Lan@ey Field.

These tests showed that the torsion frequency was rather low,

1100 Cpm. The lowest bending frequency was found to be

normal with a frequency of about 700 cpm. In consequence,

however, the ratio of the bending frequency to the torsion

frequency was high, a condition induclve to low values of

flutter speed. In the airplanes experiencing tlutter,

the aileron balance wai~hts were confined to the tip section

only ● Inspection showed that at least on one occasion the

flutter had occurred inboard since the damage appeared near

the middle of the aileron. The observed flutter speed, as
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reported by three pilots, was near ]+00miles per hour true
- .,.,.. “ ----- . . ..-. ---- . . . >.. -

.-. . . . . --- . . . ..— . . . . .-

p

----

speed. TMS value checked very WOLl Wltn ma-c Omalnea

by calculation based on tests conducted for this purpose

at Langley Field in tkle spring of 1939.

The fallowing recommendations were at thattdme sub- “

mitted to Vought-Sikorsky Aircraft. The flutter speed

should be increased in the ordel”of 20 percent, that is,

from 400 tc about 500 miles per hour by the following

means: (a) increase torsional frequency of wing to at

least 1320 cpm, and (b) provide Q nore uniform distri-

bution of the aileron counterbalance weights. It was

further tentatively recommended that a quarter-scale

model be built in order not to miss the opportunit~ of

studying this case in all its consequences. These recom-

mendations were considered and approved at a meeting at the
●

Navy Department on Harch 20, 1939, of representatives from

the Vought-Slkorslcy Aircraft, the Navy, and the NACA.

Since this

very thoroughly

SB2U airplane.

model was built

time, !lr.S. J. Loring (reference 1) has

studied the flutter characteristics of the

At the request of the Navy, a flutter

by Vought-Sikorsky Aircraft. The design

. . and charqcteylstics of this flutter rn-odplhave been given...

by Mr. S. J. Loring’ (~efer.ences2 and 3). This model

was submitted to Lan~leY Field in November 1942 for the

purpose of conducting wind-tunnel tests on flutter charac-

teristics.

—— — — -— ——. —
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The NACA wishes to aclmowledge the generous cooperation

of the Navy, the Glenn L. Martin Company, and the

Vought-Sikorsky Aircrtit, mnuf’acturer of the airplme. The

collaboration of Lt. G. V. Schliestett and Mr. R. C. F. Bartels,

of the Bureau of Aeronautics, ~{a~~Department; T.:essrs.

Vi.B. Eergen, W. \i.Bonderj Jr., W. G. Purdy, and J. P. Pa.he,

of the Glenn L. !Iartin Compsny; and Mr. F. B. Ssmdgran, of

Vought-Sikorsky tircra~t, Is espoclally a~preclated. Recom-

mendations are given in regard to a final

speed.

DESCRIPTION 02’TEST EQUIPNENT

Flutter tests on the SB2U model were

test on the flutter

MID HETHOD

conducted in

16-foot tumel of the NACA Langley Field Laboratories.

the

The

model as installed is shown in the photographs (figs. l(a),

(b), and (c)). A dozen small pickups were distributed

within the wing structure as shown in the plan-view sketch

(fig. 2). The pickups were oriented with their responsive

axes perpendicular to the wing. These pickups and the as-
.

soclated multiple-chmnel amplifying and recording equipment

were furnished by courtesy of the Glenn L. Martin Company.

A special vibrator driven by a small air turbine was in-

stalled in the fuselage. The use of the air-turbine drive

was resorted to as it proved difficult to shield the field

of an electric motor sufficiently to prevent disturbances

In the pickups. The model was very substantially supported

..
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at a point considerably

-5-

behlnd the center of gravity of the

- ,. --- . . “--’ihotks”s”‘-7’11e-vibrator itself was piaced close to the center

of gravity of the wing with its plane of rotation perpen-
>
3 d.icular to the fuselage axis.# Sinoe a single weight
$

vibrator was used, there WFLS

horizontal force, the latter

unwanted chordwise motion of

linus”both a vertloal and a

giving rise to a somewhat

the wings, or “side rooking.”

It should be noted th~t the support was constructed so as

to permit either restraint or freedom in rotation about

the center line of’the fuaelago.

A set of preliminmy runs was made..to insure effi-

cient operation of the equipment. It was soon established

that no appreciable deflection was obtained on the inboard

pickup elements. The elements near the tip of each wing

and two elements giving aileron position were therefore

permanently assigned to the six available channels of the

ampllfler system. A typical vibration record is shown in

figure 3.

Considerable difficulty was experienced in identifying

the main torsional frequency, and it also proved to be

rather much higher thsnthe value prescribed by Vought-S&oraky

Aircraft, namely., 1575 cpm instead of-a.reported-value of

about 1250 CpEL This difficulty, which Is typical of the

difficulty often encountered in vibration tests, was caused

by the presence of other responses very near the torsional.

.
—. . .— —— .—
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A method used by the Laboratory on several other occasions

proved successful in overcoming the trouble. By attaching

a relatively lwge concentrated mass at the torsion axis

near the wing tip, a spectral resolution was obtained by

pushing the interfering responses out of the range. By

resorting to various means of displacing or suppressing one

or more respcnses, the varicus modes were successively

Identified. The chordwlse bending occurred at 1250 cpm

and a nonsymmetr!cal bending mode at 1350 cpm. For in-

stance, the chordwlse bending could thus be suppressed by

attaching strings to the wing tips In the chordwise di-

rection. (See fig. 4. ) The frequency and phase effects

of mass added at wing tips are shown in figures and (b). .

Measured damping parameters for the wing in bending, left

and right aileron deflections, respectively, are shown in

figures 6(a), (b), and (c).

REW’LT3 OF PRELIMINARY TESTS ON .FLUTTERPARAMETERS

OF THE SB2U FLUTTER XODEL

Symmetrical bending, cpm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 670
Nonsymmetrical bending, cpm . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1350
Chordwi.sebendirig, cpm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1250
Torsion, cpm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1575
Damping ofwing intending . . . . . . . . ...% =0.05
Damping of left aileron, a~proxlmately . . . . . g~ = 0.5
Damptng of right aileron, ap>roxlmately . . . . 8p = 0’5

As a result of the higher than expected value of

torsional frequency, the calculated flutter speed of the

model increased to 150 miles per hour. It is also noted

that the aileron damping was undesirably high.

I
.-
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MhIN TESTS
...-. ... .....

These tests were”.riui to ‘study the effect of- the air

stream on the magnitude of the varlcus responses, in

particular near the flutter speed. Tests were run in the

16-foot tunnel at speeds o? O; 50, 75, 100, 110, 120, 130,

and 140 miles per b.our. At each speed, the frequency of

the impressed force was changed throughout a range of from

500 to about 2CO0 opm. A Mrger vibrator mass was em-

ployed for the lower f’roquenclea to keep the force more

nearly constant.

The test results are shown In a series of graphs

showing the responses versus frequenoy for the eight air-

speeds. These graphs are given in figures 7 to 36,in-

elusive. It should be noted that, in these figures, the

amplitude refers to a given mass of the vibrator and that

the impressed force thus increase? as the square of the

frequency. The ptckups are designated by numbers cor-

responding to those of the looation drawing in figure 2.

Records from only the four elements numbered 6 and 7 on

the left wing and 9 and 23 on the right wing were em-
..

ployed in these figures. The results of the main tests

.may,-readilybe .~isuslized -Iv the.pers?ectlve photographs. . . ..

(a), (b), (c), and (d), In figure 37. In ttise photo-

graphs, the strips are for successively higher airspeeds

toward the reer. Because of the excessive damping
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present, the records of the two aileron-position recorders

were not plotted.

The tests were .discontlnued at 140 niles per hour,

which speed was in excess of the originally expected value

of 120 miles per hour givem in references 2 and 3. The

skin buckled in a disturbing manner, and it was feared that

destruction might result fron a local skin failure. In

fact, this buckli~, also occurred at about 125 miles per

hour. Eowever, in each case the skin stiffener snapped

back in position when lightly pushed.

DISCUSSION

The most noteworthy feature of the test results is the

small change of smplitude as the airspeed is increased.

This very gradual approach to flutter is somewhat unex-

pected and may not be typical of modern construction.

Evidently a cofiplex structure may exhibit local fre-

quencies and energy-absorbing qualities, which results in

a rather irregular response pattern of the type recorded.

A condition of near-flutter may thus be suppressed by the

existence of high internal damping at the particular fre-

quency involves.

Until more evidence is available, either from model

tests or from flight, it is not possible to recommnd a

specific technique for flutter testing in flight.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that the torsional stiffness of the

wing be decreased to give a fluttsr speed near 120 miles

per hour so as to a-,’oidthe observ~d skin buckling, and

that a special teat be run to observe the flutter speed

and also, if posstble, the appearance of the response

peak below this speed.

La@ey Memanial Aercnautflcal Labcumtory,
National &!viaor~ flo~lttKe for Aeronautics,

Langley Fiald, Va., February 17, 1943.
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FIGURE 8. CYCLES PER MINUTE
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FIGURE 9 CYCLES PER MINUTE
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Figure lb.
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FIGURE I I CYCLES PER MINUTE
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FIGURE 14 C~CLES PER MINUTE



FIGURE 15 CYCLES PER MINUTE
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FIGURE 16 CYCLES PER MINUTE
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FiGURE 17 CYCLES PER III N UTE
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,, FIGURE J9 CYCLES PER MINuTE
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FIGURE 21 CYGLE5 PER PN.NUTE
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FIGuRE 22 c~cLEs PER MI INUTE
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FIGU,R E 26 GYGLES PER F’IINUTE
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FIGURE 28 CYCLES PER MINUTE
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FIGURE 29 CYCLES PER MINUTE
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FIGURE 30 CYCLES PER H I NUTE
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Figure 37a. - Pickup 6,left front.
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Figure 37b.- Pickup 7, left rear.
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Figure 37c.- Pickup 23, right front.
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Figure 37d. - Pickup 9. right rear;
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